
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Welcome, intro and scene setting 

Before starting the meeting, PB asked the group if they were happy for the meeting to be recorded, for the 
benefit of those absent. The group agreed.  

PB welcomed everyone to the virtual meeting, grateful for their time and input. Future will be the theme of 
the meeting- full of hope and optimism as February approaches. 

2. Homologation 

Apologies were received from CS. 

No conflicts of interest were noted, but VM noted he would happily leave the call if necessary. 

The minutes from the previous meeting in October 2020 were accepted as a true and accurate reflection.  

SF talked through any actions- strategic targets dashboard is being updated on an ongoing basis. Data has 
been shared via LC back to sportscotland’s communications team. SF urged the group to continue shining light 
on good work going on. Plenty of engagement from members via 121s with SF since last meeting- thanks to 
all for input.  

 

3. Partner Updates 

1. SFC 

AR gave an update- review took longer than anticipated, currently working through responses.  We know that 
the future will look very different; recovery of students and their welfare is vital, as is access to infrastructure, 
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Précis and action points from the Scottish Student Sport Executive Council 
Meeting held on Friday 29th January 2021, via Zoom 

Meeting 10:00 – 14:00 

 

Present 
Jordan Moore  (JM) 
Andy White   (AW) 
Jonny Pearson  (JP) 
Neil Brown  (NB) 
Katie Macdonald (KM) 
Ciaran O’Brien  (CO) 
Claire Scott  (CSc) 
Cathy Gallagher  (CG) 
Robin Macgregor (RM) 
 

In attendance 
Pete Burgon (Chair) (PB) 
Stew Fowlie  (SF) 
Totty Horn  (TH) 
Vince Mayne  (VM) 
Sarah Birrell   (SB) 
Andre Reibig  (AR) 

Apologies 
Chris Sellar  (CS) 
 



 

 

no matter where they are, to support them. Pandemic has severely impacted on students’ mental and physical 
health and wellbeing. Universities and colleges, as anchors in communities, are absolutely vital to this 
recovery. We need to think about our investments and see what we can learn from the pandemic. We have 
thus far under invested in our healthcare system, in our infrastructure and education and in our environment. 
We don’t have much time. Climate crisis is a real crisis of our times. How and what we teach- how students 
develop and bring their own ideas in. Role of student sport will be ever more important for the recovery. 
Making wrong decisions such as cutting support. Industry and businesses are less willing to take students on 
which is another issue. Student advisory board now set up, to provide another voice than NUS and there is 
room for SSS at this table- focusing on student experience, understanding it, making right decisions. Alignment 
of support systems across universities and colleges. Collaboration is key. Opportunities students have to do 
and flourish through sport.   

PB thanked and asked how we can support going forward- meetings in diary? SF, AR and Linda at SFC will meet 
on 14/02. PB asked about future funding. AR reassured the group that SSS work fits within their ambitions 
moving forward so he is hopeful we will secure funding. Hard with staff turnover though so monthly check-ins 
between SF and AR needed to develop thinking. Many thanks from the group to AR for his support. 

NB- many thanks to AR, we value SFC’s support. Struggling to define what wellbeing means and how best to 
get sustainable, long term funding to build something up to help negate issues that crop up, as opposed to 
reactive funding for counselling services for example. AR replied it has been difficult in the past- Universities 
Scotland, Colleges Scotland, Scottish Government beginning to see importance of wellbeing. Can all help 
influence/ lobby SFC to move to more holistic picture, wellbeing experience. SF echoed thanks to AR. SFC and 
Scottish Government are very proud of what SSS is doing and whilst the future will be challenging, we can 
improve student experience- thanks from AR. Mutual appreciation and champion from PB.  

 

2. Strategic Forum on Sport and PA 

SF- group working on this since Oct; nearly finished draft is on Basecamp (small subgroup trying to get it 
finished). A few tensions- high level and strategic, but also specific. Difference between paper and what we 
actually want to do- we need this document to influence. Real thread about how different policy areas 
connect- needs a refresh.  Ideally we would help influence outcomes and shake up areas. Move the 
government approach to how policy areas interconnect- pivot tertiary education. 

CO commented- feels like big opportunity to have role of sport and PA recognised- with small proportion of 
health budget we could do so much more. What can the members do to better support this? But also, how 
can we ensure there is clarity on delivering competitive sport and leagues, something the students value so 
highly? 

 

3. sportscotland investment 

Annual return paperwork is on Basecamp for people’s awareness. SB presented the sportscotland update- no 
anticipated big changes around sporting guidance, focus on schools first, suspect we will move back down 
through Tiered system once lockdown lifts. Mike Roberts and Stewart Harris in daily contact with government. 
Budget detail will come in March. SF to fill out investment paperwork- hopeful of secure same level of funding 
next year. Strategic conversation between sportscotland, SFC and SSS to continue to support, in particular 
with regard to funded posts. PB- thanks to sportscotland for ongoing support. 

4. BUCS update 

Working through immediate short term priorities: maximise commercial income (virtual sessions) and capture 
data. In Feb last year 90,000 students were registered on BUCSPlay. No more students have registered this 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

year as no activity so data capture is down. Survey coming out on grassroots sport- hope to get good data back 
from that.  

Not great year for students- some might postpone starting HE FE in Sept or current students might suspend 
their course of study as experience hasn’t been good this year.  

Sponsorship- EY, Sporting Leaders, Teach First.  

Improvements to BUCS Play have been made such as ‘Challenges’.  

Comms is tricky, though tried to retain comms team to continue engagement levels. Refining of Senior 
Management network as group was 300 which was too large. Mark Brennan joined, externally funded, to 
deliver BUCS Active 3 and 4. 2 redundancies made in international team as no delivery.  

In terms of Finances, profiling a significant deficit of £400K for 20/21, monitored regularly. Hope to be back on 
track next year. 19/20 small surplus. Using furlough scheme- 50% of the team on flexible furlough. Cut out 
huge amounts of expenditure. Supported by Board.  

BUCS Active 3 saw high levels of engagement with 6,500 unique participants. 

Student leadership programme not as good virtually.  

Coach Parker scheme- delivery outdoor activity in local parks when possible.  

Transgender inclusion policy- extensive piece of work. Access to people from different backgrounds to 
participate- sport for all.  

No events until perhaps after the Easter holiday. 

Internationally - EUSA Games due to be in Belgrade in July and WUGS in August in Chengdu, China- working 
with FISU on this- a lot of work going in to that. Perf advisory group first meeting happened. Lots happening, 
albeit not doing what we like to do which is deliver competitions to students. We are still able to deliver a 
sporting experience, our purpose has been challenged but not eroded- we need to help every single student. 

Moral stance- student safety.  

Thanks from PB- positive change in some areas will come from the pandemic. 

KM echoed as a student officer that a lot is happening, BUCS is definitely visible, excellent comms with 
students. As much as it’s challenging, it is positive in certain respects. 

 
4. Business Updates 

1. Staffing matters 
PB- firstly, we must formally welcome IL to the team.  
Recommendation from Management- in light of new national lockdown, sensible to review the furlough position. 
Quality and quantity of work done by all across the sector. No financial imperative to furlough, however a need 
remains to demonstrate the value of the team. Where no need to operate to full deficit, we don’t necessarily 
need to arrive at that point. Ultimately, based on workload and also other factors (individual, team, members), 
recommendation is that we furlough Business Manager, Head of Comps, Comps Coordinator, Dev & Comps 
Assistant (TH, CP, JB, LD) 40% of the time so they move to 60% working week, for Feb initially, to be reviewed on 
a regular basis.  
NB- it’s right for SSS to give a recommendation on the workload. Great to have IL. 
Exec in agreement and happy to revisit moving forward. 
PB thanked the staff and their approach at tackling all the challenges thrown at them. SF added that we’re in fine 
shape as a team.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
2. 20-21 Finance Update 

 
TH presented the figures as at end of December. We are in a stable position, ahead of where we had budgeted 
as further activity/ travel restrictions plus we are very closely managing our costs. Only risk in the figures 
presented relates to the BUCS income- invoice sent and awaiting clarification on total to be received. NB asked 
where further savings could be made- sponsorship where we are hopeful some income will be received, 
contingency budget not yet required, hopeful another couple of Colleges will join.  No huge concerns either way. 
Many thanks to TH and SF for the finances.  
 

3. Committee and Forum updates        
Dev- welcome back to IL- great to have him on board. Coaching network taking shape with preliminary 
discussions. LGBT history month in Feb- EP working hard on this. Volunteers on inclusion groups- applications 
now open for roles. Thanks to NR for excellent work on affiliation gathering. Thoughts on Conference- blended 
approach encouraged where possible with small regional group meet ups. Interesting conversations on getting 
the inactive active. National Forum on 02/02. SF- doc shared for awareness. JM asked about the value of this 
work and the group concluded the value (as opposed to the cost) should be better reported on.   
 
Comps- no competitions until March, following SGB guidance. No indoor competitions or activity in semester 2 
but potential for outdoor activity. Looking at virtual offerings in 12 sports plus cricket and outdoor archery 
possibly after Easter. National Squad activity is very unlikely to take place in 20/21, though still possible to decide 
on those sports late enough in the semester. Fixture admin group met recently- concern about transition/ 
handover from this year to the next. SF agreed this must be a full squad activity for SSS including Comps so 
knowledge isn’t lost.  
 
ES- due to meet on 04/02. VM and JM met with some of the students and staff- conversations were positive. Day 
to day circumstances still challenging, though scope to plan which is good and online activity has been fantastic- 
high levels of engagement. Opportunity to innovate, improve, blank canvas for next year- there are positives to 
take from the pandemic. 
 
 

5. SSS 21+ 
SF framed the discussion- hope is to give balance of consultation we’ve done. We’ve done enough listening, time 
to model up a plan for the future. Wish to meet in March with structure/ plan, then again in May to tie things 
up. We do need to remain nimble a while longer, however, maybe even into next year. 
 
7 aspects to be mindful of: 

1. Most of our current work should be continued, not all but the majority. Our network is our strength- 
those who engage more and share more, get more back.  

2. Building blocks should remain- purpose, values, principles. 
3. Fine tuning and re-prioritisation is important- language, plain English, thematic approach, focus in 

certain areas (education, training, leadership, network). 
4. Potential to go significantly further in area of wellbeing/ active health (NB helping with this work). 

5. We must be nimble and flexible- new staffing model depending on resource/ capacity. More project 
work, more volunteer input.  

6. Big questions remain:  
1. Linkages to/ delivery alongside BUCS 
2. Financial model 
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i. Member contributions 
ii. Colleges? 
iii. Sustainability of partner funding (SFC in particular) 

3. Broader wellbeing agenda  
4. Policy connections between education, health and sport 

7. By next meeting in March: develop refreshed priorities/ language within current work areas; advance 
partner discussions (SFC, BUCS), consider options for funding Dev activities in general/ College facing 
work in particular; come to the meeting with outline themes/ structures/ delivery model. 

 
PB opened the discussion asking what our message should be and what our delivery is. We spend a lot of time 
on the message but are perhaps stuck trying to do too much. Should we be persuading others to do the things 
they need to do. How can we evolve the programme? How best to do our advocacy work- getting others rallying 
our cause.  
 
CO- important to refresh language, plain English, ensure BUCS relationships works financially- perhaps remodel 
what is paid to SSS and what is paid to BUCS to reduce admin and gain more value for institutions though this 
would mean SSS would need to trim offering if receiving lower income/ delivering less for BUCS.  
 
VM- keen to continue to work together, door is always open, happy for mutual assistance in strategy writing. 
 
CG- no need to reinvent everything, we may seek to look at the next year or 2 to have an updated/ interim 
strategy. We should look at our current work areas and decide what to retain, review or remove. We shouldn’t 
be afraid to be brave- no impact or no alignment- stop doing it- streamline what we do so it has real impact. 
Wider network must feed in, take responsibility. Be Connected programme at Stirling involves all areas of student 
life- student services, sport, facilities, accommodation etc. 5 ways of wellbeing is embedded into the programme. 
 
Thanks from PB- themed working seems way forward, moving away from geographical model. What are the 
themes? How will they be delivered- student, staff and SSS staff responsible for each theme, for example?  
 
CO queried if we should be going through other partners to identify themes, consistence language and measures? 
 
Themes identified through group discussion:  

1. Advocacy/ messaging- where should SSS fit in? What added value can bring SSS bring? Supportive role 
to harness, keep it simple, progressive delivery, good practice, perhaps the scope of delivery to focus 
on fewer things and do them better. Use partners. 

2. Wellbeing and physical activity- cuts across the whole strategy.  
3. Competitions- must remain at the heart. 
4. Whole person education- student services/ student welfare office. 
5. Recreational/ intramural sport- students very keen. Could work across city for example.   
6. Inclusion- international students, disability, BAME. 
7. Colleges- it’s taken a global pandemic for people to realise the importance of sport and physical 

activity so we must capitalise on this. There’s never been so much joined up thinking within 

Colleges, especially when SF spoke at Vice-Principals group. Build on the momentum. 

Subconsciously people are talking about this: more people are dying of obesity then COVID-19. 

People will need sport and physical activity for the rest of their lives. 

 

SF thanked the group for their input and summarised that this remains a group endeavour and we must 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

work with our partners to refine what we’re doing, retain the essence of it and come to a structure in next 

6 weeks.  

 
 

1. AOCB  
           
1. SSS Annual Awards 20/21 

KM, JM, JP and CO all agreed that we should have SSS Awards, be creative, recognise good eggs and capture all 
the brilliant stories.  
TH to ask ES group for their input and then create message on Basecamp to define categories. 
 

2. BRIT rowing Phil Packer 
Do we want to participate in this project? Toolkits are available, draft tweets- we are supportive but only if it fits 
with institutional priorities. NB and CO keen though it is British and not local/ institutional so may make it harder 
to sell. QMU won’t be participating as already committed to Strava competition but would happily comms/ 
encourage if needs be. 
 

3. Archiving 
We’ve been approached to archive our SSS material- proposal by Uni of Stirling to take the archive and we 
recommend we pursue it. Elegant solution with the membership. Group happy to approve- SF will report back 
from time to time. 
 

4. Student rep on wellbeing group 
There are 2 more meetings this year- 18/02 then 2 weeks later. Lunchtime meetings. Seek 2 students- ideally one 
from Exec and one other. ES will pick 1 at meeting on 04/02 then report back. 
 
 

1. Dates and venues for the diary 
a. 26th March via Zoom 
b. 7th May via Zoom 
c. 9th & 10th June – SSS Conference 
d. July (date TBC) via Zoom 

   
2. Confirm actions and close 

PB closed the meeting, thanking everyone for their time and engagement. Strategy conversations with themes 
and awards over Basecamp to continue, please. Thanks to TH for the minutes.  

 

ACTION LIST  

Summary of Action Initials 

Send future meeting invites TH 

Ensure handover done well so knowledge isn’t lost. SF/ CP 

Enlist one/ two students onto ES group. AW 

Ask ES about SSS Awards then create Basceamp message for all to contribute TH 
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